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Career education, s,vfo,,r minority and low-income'Tersons, has, to

r

....date,- :be :envge'ner44y a2.,,mat ter ef vgi-promise and under-delivery..
, 44: , ,
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Conceptual Assumptions of Career Education

Two basic conceptual assumptions of carepr education constitute.

serious operational challenges when we seek fo meet the needs of

minority, and 1 w-incate students. One of these assumptions°is that

o

career.. education is for all persons. The second is that career education
0

is hum4nistically oriented.' Bothitsumptians require brief discussion

here.
1.f

From the outset, we have pictured career education as an emphasis

for all persons,'at all educationaljevels,-kn all'settings in our

society. We have said that career education should be available to

very young children,and to adults in the retirement years - to males

and-to_females to the physically and mentally handicapped and to

\

gifted and talented. persons - to high schaol dropouts and to college

graduates - to
/

the rich and to the poor. We have said that ALL persons

need to know, understand, and act on the increasingly close relation-
\

ships between educatiori and wok that .exist in our society at the present

time. The assumption, in my ()Pinion, is sound and. must be preserved.

This audience need,not be remnded that without unequal resources,
, ,o

e ,
eqUlity.of opportunity is virtually impdssible for those who Must

% - . .
. ', 1

start out behind. In democratic society, upooruis a relative concept. It
\

...:4

is inevitable in that some 'Member4 of society will have more than others.
, .

in a relative sense,'',
hThus;/the'presence of pool people does not seem evil. What is evil is

. 4
., lower,income'persons

the ass ptionthat, in generation aft r generation, / must\ always be

.
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expected to come from the same families. To make any concept, such as

career education, equally available to all is to guarantee that this

situation will be perpetuated.

Our philosophy is dedicated to destruction of the cycle of poverty.

Possibilities for doing so will'be discussed shortly.

The second conceptual promise of calker education, for minority and

low-income persons, is that it is humanistically oriented. I recognize how

strange this statement must sound. If I didn't think I could defend it, I

would not have said it. 4.

I have tried to conceptualize career education around a four letter

word called "york". In'doing so, I have defined work as follows:

"WQrk is cons*Eimus effort, other than activities whose
prime purpose is coping or relaxation, aimed at producing
benefits for oneself,and/or for oneself and others."

This definition obviously includes unpaid work as well as paid employment.

4

Its emphasis on "conscious choice" distinguishes "work" from "labor" that

is forced on the person or performed involuntarily. Its emphasis on

"producing" refers to the human need of all hdman beings to do to

accomplish to achieve something that will allow the individual to be

someone. Its emphasis on "benefits' fllustrates the need we all have to,

know that somebody needs me for something - that it does make a difference

that I exist. Former President Lyndon B. Johnson expressed this need well

in ,a speech when he said to hunger for use and to go unused is the

greatest hunger of all". Career education is dedicated to relieving all

persons from that hunger. That is why I say it is humanistically oriented.
.

It is obvious that career education speaks to what Maslow-described,

as the higher order need for self-actualization. It is equally obvioUs
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that, if one follows Maslow, meeting this need is dependent on meeting

the more basic needs of survival, security, love, and belonging. We have

translated our humanistic orientation for career education into goals that

say we seek to make work possible, meaningful, and satisfying for each

individual. In so-doing, we, too, have obviously used an ordering of

needs approach. That is, work cannot be "meaningful" until it is first

"possible". It cannot be "satisfying" unless it is first "meaningful".

For several years, Touth unemployment has been approximately three.

times as great as adult unemployment. Further, Unemployment among minority

youth has been approilmatefk double than for white youth. Further, unem-
.

ployment:rates for females have been higher than for males. The sickening

stability of the statistics takes on added meaning in times when eneral

adult unemployment rates are rising. With unemployment rates in the inner

City higher than for the country as a whole, the employment prospects

facing minority, low-income youth from inner city environments seem bleak

indeed. I have often -observed that youth with nothing to do seldom do

nothing. It is probably an understatement to say that we face an explosive

situation.

The goals of career education can never be met for minority and

low-income persons unless major and decisive action is first taken to

attack and solve theyouth unemployment problem. Survival and security

needs related to work, must take initial precedence over meeting higher

order self- actuaJization.needs. It seems both unwise and unproductive to

emphasize the personal meaningfulness of volunteer, unpaid work to minority

and low-income persons prior to meeting their needs for paid employment. They

ft z
1

i
i,

5
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already know what it's like not to be paid. Unless there is paid employment

available at the time students leave school, career education, for minority.
1

I I.

and low-income youth', is a cep-out.,

At tbe same time if career education were to Qontent itself Only

with making work possible for minority and low-income youth, the goalg of

'career education would obviously not have been met. We would run the great

risk of assigning minority and low- income y9uth to a life of labor while

reserving the personal meaningfulness of work for the more affluent. This

simply must not be ap.owed to happen.

Process Assumption Of Career Education

As a process, career education follows the model of career development.
,

.

This model envisions a sequence involving, in.a progressive manner, (a)

...

career awareness; (b) career exploration; (d) career motivation; (d)
. _. .

career decision-making; (e).career preparation; (f) career entry; and
.

(g) career maintenance and progression. Special problems exist for minorIty,

and low-income persons in each stageof this process. Only brief mention

of such problems can be made here.

Career awareness aims to acquaint the individual. with a broad view /

'1\ of the nature of the world of work -',including both unpaid work and the

world of paid employment. That world cannot, for most inner-city youth,

be seen in its entirety in their immediate neighborhood. More basic, that

world is "not khown clearly to many of their teachers and counselors not to

their parents. Problems here are pervasive in most inner-city elementary

school.

a

°4



Career exploration seeks.to help individuals consider possible

;- -

occupational choices baged on,their interests and aptitudes coupled With

.

an understanding of the basic nature of various occupations and their

.4, .-
I

requirements for entry. To beeffective, career explorationow.t be mpre
i

. 't
... ,

than a vicarious experience. Readingikbout work is like reading about *

sh

sex i.e:; it may very well be stimulating but it'i"'seldom satisfying.

If.minority and low-income youth are to leav' their neighborhoodg to

explore the world of work .first-hand, it is vital that they see some persons

in that world who are products of low - ,income inner city neighborhoods.

If this cannot be accomplished career exploration may be more self-defeating

than productive for such youth.

4

Career motivation concerns itself with work values aiiecenters around
.

helping the individual answer the question "Why shoUld I work?'. *If

person from a very low-incomeklamilyare asked whether th'y value "making
- '

money" or "helping people" more, it should not be surpr' ing if they

choose economic over aitruiStic'values. The danger; of course, is in

. f"

assuming that the individual-has no altruis!tIc work val&s. Money, as a
, <

sole motivational base, prevents one from develving 16ng-term serf-

sustaining moti4tiolial pattpr4.-- Unless minority and low-income

youth can be given such alTader motivationarbase, they cannot be

expected to perseveie toward full career deveigoffient-_-______

.

pnerof Shelly's poems contains these lines:'4"Patience and perserverance

made a Bishop of His Reverence," Unless motivation can be diverse enough
, .-.

to produce perServerance minority and lOW-income'youth will find it difficult

to afford the luxury of patience.



4 Career dvisitcnmAking seeks to help the. individual answer three

Nuegtions:, (a)Iwhat important to me; (b) what is possible for me; and

(c) what is probable forme? We'have been more successful in demonstrating

.probable failure t han possible sudcest. Career decision making, for

minority and low-income nuth cannot be based simply onincreasing

self-undertanding and UnderstadOngs of occupational opportunities,
A

Unless it is accompanied by understandings of how to take advantage

4of such opportudities, it is likely to be more frusttating than helpful

in its results.

Decision making is preceded by indecision. It isn't terribly
r

serious to remain occupationally undecided if your father owns the factory.

However, for he.minority and low-inLme youth who have immediate economic

needs, occupational indecision is a very serious matter indeed. Unless

high quality careei decision- making assistance'is aVailable, pressures of ,

time will continue to force many such youth to settle for lower levels

of occupational aspiration than they should.

Part of career decision making leads to occupational preparatfOri

programs. Problems of minority and low-income youth are particularly

serious in this area of career development. It is obvious that long-run
0

..problems of minorities are dependent, in part, on more minority persons

( assuming community leadership roles and that such toles are, at present,

largely being taken by college graduates. Thus, there fs an absolute

necessity for encouraging more minority and low-income persons to attend

college. If career education goals are to be met, college attendance will
6

be'seen'as preparation for work - not simply for a degree. Tdo many such

youth seem still to be regarding the cOLlege degxee.as'an end int'itself

rathef than as a means (0o an, end.
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While recognizing and emphasizing the great need for more minority"
A

persons to beCome college graduates, it would be both tragic and unfair to

fail to emphasize, post high school occupational preparation programs at

less than the baccalaureate level. There can be no freedom if the full

range of possible vocational preparation choices is not made available for

choice. Career education cannot ignore or play down opportunities in

vocational education for minority'and low-income persons simply because

more such persons should be going to college. Instead, the widest possible

range of educational opportunities must be made freelymavailable for choice

on the part of all minority and low-indome youth - along with the financial

aid necessary for implementing whatever choices such individuals make.

Finally, the continuing problems minority and low-income youth face

in career entry and progression Must be recognized. In recent years, a

relative', great deal of attention has been.focused on helping such youth

solve problems
t

of career entry. Problems of career progression and

advancement are 'e important. If career education does not assume

an active role in wit king with others to solve such problems, it will

not have been benefta ial, to the extent it has promised to be, for minority
1

and low-income yout

Programmatic Assump ns Of Career Education

Finally, Iwpu k like to comment briefly on three programmatic

assumptiOns of care education that are currently acting as operational

deterrents to effective career education for minority and low-income persons: -

These are: (a) the assumption that career education is a collaborative
tr

effort; (b) the ass ion that the classroom teacher is key to the success

Ar
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of career education; and (c) the assumption that career education is
y

iAexpensive.

From the beginning, career education has been pictured as'a
t

collaborative effort involving th'e formal educational system, the home and

family, and the business-labOrzi ustry-professional-government community.

The strength of given community

,A on the strength of each of the

Given this view, probl

,become immediately appar

counterparts in the subur

career education effort is dependent

efiihree collaborative forces.

for minority and low-income students

. The inner city school, whew compared with its

is Often seen at popr as its student body.

Career education depends gre tly on parents to teach positive work values,

good work habits, and to assist youth in career decision making. Adults
a

living in° the homes of many minority and low-income youth are, at present,

not well prepared to accept such responsibilities % Career education counts

heavily qn the business-labor-industry-professional-government community

to provide observational, work experience, and workstudy opportunities for

students. ,Further, it depends on the willingness and availability of

members of that community to serve as resource persons in the classroom.

If the business-labor-industry-professional-government community is limited'

to the itmediAte neighbbrhood of the inner city, a lack of both quantity and

quality °of effort is almost sure to be felt.

All three parts of this collaborative effort the schools., the

/
homeland family, structure, and the business-labor-industry-professional

-government community, must be strengthened if, quality career education is

to be providedfor minority and"low-income youth,

0
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A secoyd programmatic assumption is that the classroom teachdr is
;

key to the success of career education. Career education asks'the teacher

to use the community as a learning laboratory in which students caysee

career implications of subject matter. It asks that we open up the

community'to students and teachers for field trips and for "hands-on"

It asks that many, persons from the community be brought

into the schools to serve ag career education resource persons. It asks-

the teacher to us.p a project approach to teaching and to emphasize a "success

approach", based on individualization of instruction, to the ,teaching.

learning process. The many inner-city teachers who, day'after day, find

crowded classrooms, denier on the streets, and pupils whocan't read and it

difficult to become enthusiastic about the pleas and visions ofitcareer 4

education. The problems of many are compounded b}Y their own lack of

experience in or contact with the world of work outside of formal educa7

tion.

The third prograffimatic assumption of career education is that it is

inexpensive. This assumption is based, in paft, on the fact tharcareer

education asks, neither for new buildings nor for lgrge increases in staff.C

It seeks to be infused into all subjects rather than being added on as yet

aneter part of the curriculum. In part, this assumption rests On a belief

that, if youth are prepared for work, And willing to work, they will find

works that is satisfying to themselves and beneficial to society.

In the case ofr minority and,lowincome youth, this entire assumption

appears to be erroneous. It is going to cost sizeable, sums of money to
r

give Thner-city teachers the kind of insetvice education they will, need to-



work in career education. Parent education programs for career educatio0, n

in the inner-city will require special staff and so cost money. Similar? ,

field trips and work_ experience sites for minority and low-income youth

da.

cannot be limited to the inner city itself, but must extend out a considerable

distance. This, too, will require staff and equipment and so cost money.

Career development programs, for minority and inner-city youth;

must, if they are to be effective, be both hqavily staffed and equipped with

a 4ide variety of career eXploration and decision-making equipment. All
O'

of this will be expensive. Finally, the_lergOst costs w ill be those

connected with guaranteeing access to post highschoplseducatiOnal'programs

and to real, bonafidd'emplOyment for minority and innejjity youth. Unless

.*-
both are purchased, neither will be available and career education will have

been yet another hoax society has played on such youth.

Concluding Remarks P
e

,

In +aising these problems career education faces i meeting needs of
r

.,-

minority and"low-income youth, L, in no way-, intend to imply thqt I know,

immediate and effective solutions that can now be applied in solving them.

At the same time, I find mySeil full of several beliefs regar'ing solutions

to these problems. I would be less than honest here if I failed to"state

their general nature.

First, I am convinced that, of all the things needed, money must

surely beat, by a very wide margin, whatever is in second place. Evep

more important, we need other branches of goye&ment the U.S. Department

of Labor, the'Department of Commerce, the Department of Defense and

many others to join forces in emphasizing and implementing relationships
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between education and work in our society. We need, the business-labor-

industry-professional community to recignize that they, too, have a stake
.

in attaining the goals of career education. Finally, it seems to me that,

in spite of
Ns

ur past failures to do so, we need todiencourage the churches

a
i

of 'the nation to become.involved in career education. They have a key

role to play in problems involving value decisions and personal judgments.

Second, I amcfDgicced that,.in spite,of the problems I have

specified here, career education can be a reality foui minority and for

inner city youth. Many examples exist throughout the United States where

effective actions are already being taken. The conference program here is

filled with some of the better examples. Many others'exist who could not

be brought here. In no way,are the problems of providing effective career

education for minority and inner city' youth incapable of solution. We need

to build on the many good examples that now exist and gOforward together.

Third, I am convincedthat,pareer education holds-kreat promise for

d

meeting major current needs of minority and'inner city youth. If, as a N
\`. . .

nation, we committed ourselves to career education for such youth, it

would pay big dividends both tn terms of bringing persohal meaning and

meaningfulness to their iives'and in terms'of brining great benefits to
N

the. larger society. 'Career education is a winner. We_Should not abandon
o .4

4
its implementation simply because formidible problems need to be solved. '

The best way to -begin id6 begin., And I think we should.

...._
c

Finally, I am convinced that, in the absence of a sound and
N

..

comprehensive career education effort, problems of minority and inner city

yonthAil surely become more complex for them and, more difficult for

f'VINF%




